FOR 50 YEARS MUSTANG SURVIVAL HAS BEEN ENGINEERING HIGH-PERFORMANCE MARINE GEAR FOR MILITARY, COAST GUARD, AND RESCUE PERSONNEL. WITH A FOCUS ON APPLIED RESEARCH AND FIELD-TESTING, WE’RE COMMITTED TO THE PROTECTION AND ENHANCEMENT OF THOSE WHO PUSH THEMSELVES TO EXTREMES. WE BUILD GEAR THAT SAVES LIVES AND FUELS EXPLORATION.

SAVING LIVES SINCE 1967.
**NEW DLX 38 AUTOMATIC INFLATABLE PFD**

**MODEL NUMBER** USA: MD2983  CAN: MD2953

**APPROVAL** USCG Type II (Type V Commercial) TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type II Performance)

**SIZES** Universal Adult

**FEATURES**
- New compact, no-bayonet inflator
- Discreet anodized side-pull inflation handle
- AIS compatible to aid searchers in a rescue situation
- Water-resistant zipped side pocket
- More comfortable fit around neck and back
- MOLLE inspired attachment system for custom configuration of gear (pocket sold separately)
- Dual side adjusters provide an easy size adjustment
- 38LBS buoyancy when inflated

**NEW DLX 38 MANUAL INFLATABLE PFD**

**MODEL NUMBER** USA: MD2981  CAN: MD2951

**APPROVAL** USCG III (Type V Commercial) TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)

**SIZES** Universal Adult

**FEATURES**
- New compact, no-bayonet inflator
- Discreet anodized side-pull inflation handle
- AIS compatible to aid searchers in a rescue situation
- Water-resistant zipped side pocket
- More comfortable fit around neck and back
- MOLLE inspired attachment system for custom configuration of gear (pocket sold separately)
- Dual side adjusters provide an easy size adjustment
- 38LBS buoyancy when inflated

**NEW REV YOUNG ADULT VEST**

**MODEL NUMBER** USA: MV3300

**APPROVAL** USCG Type III

**SIZES** 75-125 LBS

**FEATURES**
- Specially designed interior foam panels form-fit the body to fit better than a size small adult vest
- MOLLE inspired accessory panel for custom attachment of gear
- Cooling-channeled interior back panel
- Segmented foam panels for an active, flexible fit

**NEW Traction Open Finger Glove**

**MODEL NUMBER** MA6002 O2

**SIZES** MENS: S-XL

**FEATURES**
- Finger pull tabs with silicon grip for easy doffing
- Lightweight polyester Spandex knit with UV treated yarns keep your hands protected and cool
- Knuckle overlays offer added protection without adding bulk
- Cuff closure tab with silicon grip and pairing snaps

**NEW Traction Full Finger Glove**

**MODEL NUMBER** MA6003 O2

**SIZES** MENS: S-XL

**FEATURES**
- Fold back thumb, index and middle finger for full tying dexterity
- Back of hands are 2.5mm neoprene
- AX Suede™ G-Series palm overlays provide unmatched wet grip and abrasion resistance
- Knuckle overlays offer added protection without adding bulk
- Cuff pull tab with silicon grip

**NEW Traction Thermal Glove**

**MODEL NUMBER** MA6008

**SIZES** MENS: S-XL

**FEATURES**
- Magnetic flip back mitt and thumb for full dexterity when required
- 3-layer bonded softshell on the back of hand keeps the cold and wind out
- Medium plo fleece lining reduces bulk and keeps hands warm
- AX Suede™ G-Series palm overlays provide unmatched wet grip and abrasion resistance
- Finger pull tabs with silicon grip and pairing snaps
NEW GREENWATER WATERPROOF DECK BAGS 35L / 65L

MODEL NUMBER MA2611 MA2612

SIZES 35L / 65L

FEATURES
• Absolutely watertight, with a 420 Denier Hypalon shell Aquaseal® dry suit zipper
• Reinforced rubberized handles
• Removable shoulder strap makes it comfortable to carry, even when crammed with heavy gear
• Rectangular construction lets you pack it tighter, and full perimeter tie-downs guarantee it’s stowed securely

NEW BLUEWATER ROLL TOP DRY BAGS 5L / 10L / 15L / 20L / 35L

MODEL NUMBER MA2601 MA2602 MA2603 MA2604 MA2605

SIZES 5L / 10L / 15L / 20L / 35L

FEATURES
• 210 Denier ripstop nylon shell and TPU coated clips
• Hypalon MOLLE panel and internal organization system
• Secure sternum strap, comfort-foam back stiffener, and slim-fit shape

NEW BLUEWATER GEAR HAULER 55L

MODEL NUMBER MA2630

SIZES 55L

FEATURES
• 210 Denier TPU coated ripstop nylon shell with TPU coated webbing, grab handles and clips points
• Travel-ready size with foam back stiffener, compression straps, sternum strap, tuck away shoulder straps and waist belt
• Expandable seam-taped wet gear pocket
• Hypalon MOLLE panel

NEW BLUEWATER GEAR HAULER 30L

MODEL NUMBER MA2608

SIZES 30L

FEATURES
• 210 Denier TPU coated ripstop nylon shell and TPU coated handles and clip points
• Sternum strap, comfort-foam back stiffener, compression system and stow-away waist belt
• Hypalon MOLLE panel for convenient accessory attachment
• Exterior wet storage
• Wet storage compartment
• Extended zipper for easy access to contents

NEW BLUEWATER 15L HYDRATION PACK

MODEL NUMBER MA2607

SIZES 15L

FEATURES
• Hydration-ready sleeve built-in
• 210 Denier ripstop nylon shell and TPU coated clips
• Hypalon MOLLE panel and internal organization system

NEW MOLLE COMPATIBLE FISHING POCKET

MODEL NUMBER MA0060

FEATURES
• Made of molded EVA foam
• Forkcap sleeve on front for easy access
• MOLLE compatible attachment secures pocket to compatible vests
• Keep tackle organized with removable divider or easily swap in your own utility box (L 4.6” x W 3.4” x H 1.25”)
• Inside drop-in pocket with lanyard for keys or other essentials

NEW REGULATE BASE LAYERS 230

MODEL NUMBER MSL609/ 230 ZIP NECK LONG SLEEVE TOP MSL610/ 230 BASE LAYER BOTTOM

SIZES MOBILITY BASED SIZING™ / S M L XL XXL

FEATURES
• Our unique Merino/fiber blend outperforms pure wool in regulating temperature when active
• Merino wool gives superior thermal protection, even when wet
• Quick-dry synthetics wick moisture away from your skin and regulate your temperature during heavy activity

NEW REGULATE BASE LAYERS 175

MODEL NUMBER MSL607/ 175 CREW NECK LONG SLEEVE TOP MSL608/ 175 BASE LAYER BOTTOM

SIZES MOBILITY BASED SIZING™ / S M L XL XXL

FEATURES
• Our unique Merino/fiber blend outperforms pure wool in regulating temperature when active
• Merino wool gives superior thermal protection, even when wet
• Quick-dry synthetics wick moisture away from your skin and regulate your temperature during heavy activity
ELITE™ 38 AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MD5283 CAN: MD5253
APPROVAL: USCG Type II (Type V Commercial)
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type II Performance)

SIZES: Universal Adult

FEATURES:
• Aerodynamic 3D chassis reduces drag at high speeds
• Shaped for optimum mobility and comfort
• Wicking mesh liner
• Discrete handle reduces interference
• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

ELITE™ 28 AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MD5383 CAN: MD5353
APPROVAL: USCG Type III (Type V Commercial)
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)

SIZES: Universal Adult

FEATURES:
• Lash tab and Modular Lightweight Load-carrying Equipment (MOLLE) attachment system (pocket sold separately, pg. 5)
• Wicking mesh liner
• Discrete handle reduces interference
• 28 LBS buoyancy when inflated

ELITE™ 28K AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MD5383 KF CAN: MD5353 KF
APPROVAL: USCG Type III (Type V Commercial)
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)

SIZES: Universal Adult

FEATURES:
• Strobe light holder safety whistle and SOLAS reflective tape on inflation cell
• Abrasion patches in hard-wearing areas, wicking mesh liner
• Discrete handle reduces interference
• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

ELITE™ AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD (BASS COMPETITION)

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MD5383 BC CAN: MD5353 BC
APPROVAL: USCG Type III (Type V Commercial)
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)

SIZES: Universal Adult

FEATURES:
• Aerodynamic 3D chassis reduces drag at high speeds
• Shaped for optimum mobility and comfort
• Wicking mesh liner
• Discrete handle reduces interference
• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

HI-VISIBILITY HIT™ AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MD3183 CAN: MD3153
APPROVAL: USCG Type II (Type V Commercial)
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type II Performance)

SIZES: Universal Adult

FEATURES:
• Strobe light holder safety whistle and SOLAS reflective tape on inflation cell
• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated
• Body-armor industry outer shell with reflective accents
• Harness version available: MD3184 02 / MD3154 02

HIT™ AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MD3183 CAN: N/A
APPROVAL: USCG Type II (Type V Commercial)

SIZES: Universal Adult

FEATURES:
• Strobe light holder safety whistle and SOLAS reflective tape on inflation cell
• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

LAW ENFORCEMENT HIT™ AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MD3183 LE CAN: MD3153 LE
APPROVAL: USCG Type II (Type V Commercial)

SIZES: Universal Adult

FEATURES:
• Customizable back flap
• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

HIGH VISIBILITY HIT™ AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MD3183 T3 CAN: MD3153 T3
APPROVAL: USCG Type II (Type V Commercial)
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type II Performance)

SIZES: Universal Adult

FEATURES:
• ANSI 107-2004 Class 2 compliant when worn with Diamond Rubber Products 8972 mesh vest
• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

NOTE: HYDROSTATIC INFLATOR TECHNOLOGY (HIT™) ONLY AUTOMATICALLY INFLATES WHEN SUBMERGED IN FOUR INCHES OR MORE OF WATER
**HIT™ AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE LIFE JACKET**

- **Model Number:** USA: N/A   CAN: MD3157
- **Approval:** TC Approved Life Jacket
- **Sizes:** Universal Adult
- **Features:**
  - Durable heavy duty nylon outer shell
  - 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

**HIT™ AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE WORK VEST**

- **Model Number:** USA: MD3188   CAN: N/A
- **Approval:** USCG Approved Work Vest
- **Sizes:** Universal Adult
- **Features:**
  - Durable heavy duty nylon outer shell
  - 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

**M.I.T. 100 MANUAL INFLATABLE PFD**

- **Model Number:** USA: MD2014 02   CAN: MD2015 02
- **Approval:** USCG Type III (Type V Commercial) TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)
- **Sizes:** Universal Adult
- **Features:**
  - 500 Denier CORDURA® outer shell
  - 28 LBS buoyancy when inflated

**M.I.T. 100 MANUAL INFLATABLE PFD CAMO**

- **Model Number:** USA: MD2014 CM   CAN: MD2015 CM
- **Approval:** USCG Type III (Type V Commercial) TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)
- **Sizes:** Universal Adult
- **Features:**
  - Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Blades outer shell
  - 28 LBS buoyancy when inflated

**M.I.T. 100 AUTO INFLATABLE PFD**

- **Model Number:** USA: MD2016 02   CAN: MD2017 02
- **Approval:** USCG Type II (Type V Commercial) TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type II Performance)
- **Sizes:** Universal Adult
- **Features:**
  - Back flap & SOLAS reflective tape
  - 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

**HIT™ AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE WORK VEST**

- **Model Number:** USA: MD3188   CAN: N/A
- **Approval:** USCG Approved Work Vest
- **Sizes:** Universal Adult
- **Features:**
  - Durable heavy duty nylon outer shell
  - 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

**M.I.T. 100 AUTO INFLATABLE PFD**

- **Model Number:** USA: MD2016 02   CAN: MD2017 02
- **Approval:** USCG Type II (Type V Commercial) TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type II Performance)
- **Sizes:** Universal Adult
- **Features:**
  - 500 Denier CORDURA® outer shell
  - 28 LBS buoyancy when inflated
**M.I.T. 100 AUTO INFLATABLE PFD CAMO**

**INFLATABLE PFD NAME**
M.I.T. 100 AUTO INFLATABLE PFD

**MODEL NUMBER**
USA: MD2016 CM   CAN: MD2017 CM

**APPROVAL**
USCG Type III (Type V Commercial)
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)

**SIDES**
Universal Adult

**FEATURES**
- Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Blades outer shell
- 28 LBS buoyancy when inflated

**M.I.T. 100 AUTO INFLATABLE PFD WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE & WHISTLE**

**INFLATABLE PFD NAME**
M.I.T. 100 AUTO INFLATABLE PFD CAMO

**MODEL NUMBER**
USA: MD2016 T1   CAN: MD2017 T1

**APPROVAL**
USCG Type III (Type V Commercial)
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)

**SIDES**
Universal Adult

**FEATURES**
- Meets Canadian small vessel regulations
- 500 Denier Cordura® outer shell
- 28 LBS buoyancy when inflated

**INFLATABLE FISHERMAN’S VEST**

**INFLATABLE PFD NAME**
INFLATABLE FISHERMAN’S VEST

**MODEL NUMBER**
USA: MIV-10   CAN: MIV-10

**APPROVAL**
N/A

**SIDES**
S-XL

**FEATURES**
- Six roomy storage pockets
- Manually inflates by pulling activation cord
- 16 LBS buoyancy when inflated

**INFLATABLE BELT PACK PFD**

**INFLATABLE PFD NAME**
INFLATABLE BELT PACK PFD

**MODEL NUMBER**
USA: MD3075   CAN: MD3071

**APPROVAL**
USCG Type III
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)

**SIDES**
Universal Adult

**FEATURES**
- Stays out of the way until activated
- Lightweight ergonomic fit
- Manually inflates by pulling activation cord
- 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

**PRODUCT NAME**
LEG STRAP ASSEMBLY FOR INFLATABLE PFDs
ACR HEMILIGHT 3 - WATER ACTIVATED PERSONAL LOCATOR LIGHT
MOLLE COMPATIBLE FISHING POCKET
UTILITY POUCH
BELT EXTENDER FOR 2” BUCKLE
BELT EXTENDER FOR 1 1/2” BUCKLE
BOBBIN REPLACEMENT PACK - 12 SINGLE UNITS

**MODEL NUMBER**
MA3032
MA7099
MA0060
MA6000
MA7632
MA7631
MA9210 (USA)
MA9211 (Canada)

**COMPATIBILITY**
FITS MUSTANG SURVIVAL PFDs WITH 1” OR 1.5” WEBBING
ALL PRODUCTS WITH 1” ATTACHMENT STRAPS, TABS OR WEBBING
COMPATIBLE WITH INFLATABLE PFDs WITH MOLLE WEBBING
ATTACHES TO ALL INFLATABLE PFD WAIST BELTS
INFLATABLE PFDs WITH 2” WEBBING
INFLATABLE PFDs WITH 1 1/2” WEBBING
HALKEY ROBERTS AUTOMATIC INFLATABLE PFDs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Approval</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA: MV3270</td>
<td>USCG Type III</td>
<td>Youth 50-90 LBS</td>
<td>Segmented foam for enhanced mobility, Cooling-channeled interior back panel, Ventilated mesh back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA: MV3260</td>
<td>USCG Type II</td>
<td>Youth 50-90 LBS</td>
<td>Best-in-class safety performance, Cooling-channeled interior back panel, Segmented head pillow for enhanced in-water support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA: MV3255</td>
<td>USCG Type II</td>
<td>Child 20-50 LBS</td>
<td>Best-in-class safety performance, Cooling-channeled interior back panel, Segmented head pillow for enhanced in-water support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA: MV3265</td>
<td>USCG Type III</td>
<td>Child 20-50 LBS</td>
<td>Segmented foam for enhanced mobility, Cooling-channeled interior back panel, Ventilated mesh back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA: MV3270</td>
<td>USCG Type III</td>
<td>Youth 50-90 LBS</td>
<td>Segmented foam for enhanced mobility, Cooling-channeled interior back panel, Ventilated mesh back</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NYLON WATER SPORT VEST

- **Model Number**: USA: N/A, CAN: MV1273
- **Approval**: TC Approved PFD
- **Sizes**: S-XXXL
- **Features**: • Three buckles for secure fit  
  • Large armholes for good mobility

MEN’S HORSEPOWER NEOPRENE PFD

- **Model Number**: USA: N/A, CAN: MV1283
- **Approval**: TC Approved PFD
- **Sizes**: XS-XXL
- **Features**: • High grade neoprene for a soft, comfortable fit  
  • Large armholes for enhanced mobility

WOMEN’S DIVA DELIGHT NEOPRENE PFD

- **Model Number**: USA: N/A, CAN: MV1285
- **Approval**: TC Approved PFD
- **Sizes**: XS-XXL
- **Features**: • High grade neoprene for a soft, comfortable fit  
  • Large armholes for enhanced mobility

UNIVERSAL FIT ADULT PFD

- **Model Number**: USA: MV3002, CAN: MV3005
- **Approval**: USCG Type III, TC Approved PFD
- **Sizes**: Universal Adult, Adult Super Large
- **Features**: • Universal sizing  
  • 3-adjustment belts and open sides for a flexible fit

ACCEL 100 FISHING VEST

- **Model Number**: USA: MV4620, CAN: MV4621
- **Approval**: USCG Type III, TC Approved PFD
- **Sizes**: S-XXXL
- **Features**: • 100 MPH dynamic strength-tested construction  
  • Fleece-lined collar and hand warmer pockets for chilly mornings  
  • Split foam reduces ride up while sitting

DELUXE PADDLING VEST

- **Model Number**: USA: N/A, CAN: MV5801
- **Approval**: TC Approved PFD
- **Sizes**: S/M, M/L, L/XL, XL/XXL
- **Features**: • Specialized low profile construction contours to the body  
  • Dri-Lex mesh lining transports perspiration away from the skin and provides added ventilation for cooling comfort  
  • Two zippered pockets

DELUXE SPORTSMAN’S VEST

- **Model Number**: USA: N/A, CAN: MV5901
- **Approval**: TC Approved PFD
- **Sizes**: S/M, M/L, L/XL, XL/XXL
- **Features**: • Specialized low profile construction contours to the body  
  • Dri-Lex mesh lining transports perspiration away from the skin and provides added ventilation for cooling comfort  
  • Large beveled cargo pockets with secure closures
SHORE BASED WATER RESCUE VEST
MODEL NUMBER USA: MV5050 WR CAN: N/A
APPROVAL USCG Type III
SIZES XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL
FEATURES
• Short waist cut for maximum torso mobility
• Reflective tape on front and back
• Fast tab and D-ring for radio and light attachment

INDUSTRIAL MESH VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
MODEL NUMBER USA: MV1254 T1 CAN: MV1255 T1
APPROVAL USCG Type III TC Approved PFD
SIZES USA: S/M, L/XL, XXL/XXXL, 4XL-5XL
CAN: S/M, L/XL, XXL/XXXL
FEATURES
• Short chassis for enhanced torso mobility
• Mesh shoulders offer flexibility and comfort
• Large front pockets with Velcro™ closure

ANSI INDUSTRIAL MESH VEST (ANSI 107-2004 CLASS 1 COMPLIANT)
MODEL NUMBER USA: MV1254 T3 CAN: N/A
APPROVAL USCG Type III
SIZES S/M, L/XL, XXL/XXXL, 4XL/5XL
FEATURES
• 50 MPH dynamic strength-tested construction
• Provides a minimum of 185 square inches of reflective material
• Meets ANSI 107-2010 Class 1

UNIVERSAL FIT ADULT PFD WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
MODEL NUMBER USA: MV3004 T1 CAN: MV3005 T1
APPROVAL USCG Type III TC Approved PFD
SIZES Universal Adult, Adult Super Large (US only)
FEATURES
• Flexible fit in a universal size
• 3 adjustable straps for comfort sizing

CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
MODEL NUMBER USA: MV3006 T2 CAN: MV3007
APPROVAL USCG Type III TC Approved PFD
SIZES USA: S-XXL, 3XL/7XL CAN: S-XXL
FEATURES
• Reflective tape on shoulders
• Adjustable side straps
• Large armholes

CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH 2 POCKETS & RADIO POCKET
MODEL NUMBER USA: N/A CAN: MV3119 RP
APPROVAL TC Approved PFD
SIZES S-XXL
FEATURES
• Industrial vest with SOLAS reflective tape
• Two roomy pockets with Velcro™ closures
• Adjustable radio pocket allows you to use the radio without removing it from the pocket

CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH 4 POCKETS & SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
MODEL NUMBER USA: MV3128 T2 CAN: N/A
APPROVAL USCG Type III
SIZES USA: S-XXL, 3XL/7XL CAN: S-XXL
FEATURES
• Four Velcro™ pockets
• SOLAS reflective tape
• 50 MPH dynamic strength tested

HIGH COLLAR SAR VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
MODEL NUMBER USA: MV5600 CAN: MV5601
APPROVAL USCG Type III TC Approved PFD
SIZES S-XXXL
FEATURES
• 100 MPH dynamic strength tested
• Two large front cargo pockets with easy to use pull tabs for extra storage
• 62 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape

FOAM FLOTATION
**4-ONE SOLAS CHILD VEST**

**MODEL NUMBER**
USA: MV8035, CAN: MV8035

**APPROVAL**
USCG SOLAS, TC SOLAS, MED SOLAS

**SIZES**
33-95 LBS

**FEATURES**
- Compact storage
- Easy to don
- SOLAS grade reflective tape
- Only device on the market with 4 approvals

**4-ONE SOLAS ADULT VEST**

**MODEL NUMBER**
USA: MV8040, CAN: MV8040

**APPROVAL**
USCG SOLAS, TC SOLAS, MED SOLAS

**SIZES**
95 LBS+

**FEATURES**
- Compact storage
- Easy to don
- SOLAS grade reflective tape
- Only device on the market with 4 approvals

**SMALL VESSEL LIFE JACKET**

**MODEL NUMBER**
USA: N/A, CAN: MVC-10 UN

**APPROVAL**
TC Marine Small Vessel Lifejacket

**SIZES**
Universal Adult

**FEATURES**
- Reversible
- SOLAS reflective tape
- 21 LBS buoyancy
- Crew Vest Approved to Small Vessel Regulations

**WORK VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**MODEL NUMBER**
USA: MV3192, CAN: N/A

**APPROVAL**
USCG Type III/V Work Vest

**SIZES**
Universal Adult

**FEATURES**
- Type V Work Vest
- SOLAS reflective tape
- Fast-tab to attach required equipment

**CATALYST FLOTATION COAT**

**MODEL NUMBER**
USA: MC5444, CAN: MC5445

**APPROVAL**
USCG Type III
TC Marine PFD

**SIZES**
S-XXXL

**FEATURES**
- M-Tech™ Comfort System provides unparalleled range of motion and mobility
- Waterproof, breathable, fully taped outer shell
- Immersed Clo 0.17 when worn with the Catalyst Pant

**INTEGRITY FLOTATION BOMBER JACKET**

**MODEL NUMBER**
USA: MJ5244, CAN: N/A

**APPROVAL**
USCG Type III
TC Marine PFD

**SIZES**
S-XXXL

**FEATURES**
- M-Tech™ Comfort System provides unparalleled range of motion and mobility
- Waterproof, breathable, fully taped outer shell
- Immersed Clo 0.17 when worn with the Catalyst Pant

(OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE BY CUSTOM ORDER)
CLASSIC FLOTATION COAT

MODEL NUMBER
USA: MC1504 CAN: MC1505

APPROVAL
USCG Type III
TC Marine PFD

SIZES
S-XXXL

FEATURES
- Hypothermia protection and flotation
- Front zippered pockets

HIGH VISIBILITY FLOTATION COAT

MODEL NUMBER
USA: MC1504 T3 CAN: MC1505 T3

APPROVAL
USCG Type III
TC Marine PFD

SIZES
S-XXXL

FEATURES
- CSA 296-2009 compliant (Canada)
- ANSI/SEA 107-2010 Class 2 compliant (USA)
- Neoprene wrist closures

THERMOSYSTEM PLUS FLOTATION COAT

MODEL NUMBER
USA: MC1534 GS CAN: MC1535

APPROVAL
USCG Type III
TC Marine PFD

SIZES
S-XXXL

FEATURES
- Neoprene beavertail for enhanced hypothermia protection
- SOLAS reflective tape
- Interior radio pocket

CLASSIC FLOTATION BOMBER JACKET

MODEL NUMBER
USA: MJ6214 T3 CAN: N/A

APPROVAL
USCG Type III

SIZES
S-XXXL

FEATURES
- Hypothermia protection and flotation
- Front zippered pockets

HIGH VISIBILITY FLOTATION BOMBER JACKET

MODEL NUMBER
USA: MJ6214 CAN: N/A

APPROVAL
USCG Type III

SIZES
S-XXXL

FEATURES
- ANSI 107-2004 Class 2 Compliant
- Over 201 SQ IN reflective tape
- Neoprene wrist closures

CATALYST FLOTATION BIB PANT

MODEL NUMBER
USA: MP4212 CAN: MP4212

APPROVAL
N/A

SIZES
S-XXL

FEATURES
- Insulated flotation pants for wear with Classic jackets and coats
- Leg zippers allow ease of entry and donning over boots

CLASSIC BIB PANT

MODEL NUMBER
USA: MP4225 GS CAN: N/A

APPROVAL
N/A

SIZES
S-XXL

FEATURES
- HX weatherproof design - taped seams
- Durable knee and seat reinforcements
- Polyurethane-coated nylon hem reinforcement

INTEGRITY HX BIB PANT

MODEL NUMBER
USA: MP4225 GS CAN: N/A

APPROVAL
N/A

SIZES
S-XXL

FEATURES
- HX weatherproof design - taped seams
- Durable knee and seat reinforcements
- Polyurethane-coated nylon hem reinforcement
INSULATED HOOD

CLASSIC FLOTATION SUIT

ATLANTIC CLASS SUIT

INTEGRITY SUIT WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE

MODEL NUMBER
USA: N/A   CAN: MS-185
APPROVAL
TC Marine PFD
SIZES
XS-XXXL
FEATURES
• Hypothermia protection and flotation in a 1-piece suit
• Immersed Clo 0.420
• Designed for use in a range of industrial and recreational environments

MODEL NUMBER
USA: N/A   CAN: MS-195
APPROVAL
TC Marine PFD
SIZES
XS-XXXL
FEATURES
• Foam provides hypothermia protection and flotation
• Neoprene Comfort Cuff™ wrists
• Immersed Clo 0.420

MODEL NUMBER
USA: N/A   CAN: MS-195 HK
APPROVAL
TC Marine PFD
SIZES
XS-XXXL
FEATURES
• Weatherproof, seam-sealed flotation suit
• Immersed Clo 0.420

MODEL NUMBER
USA: MA7136   CAN: MA7136
APPROVAL
N/A
SIZES
Universal
FEATURES
• Compatible with Classic and Integrity flotation coats and jackets
• One-handed tightening
• Water resistant

MODEL NUMBER
USA: MS2175   CAN: MS2195
APPROVAL
USCG Type V (Worksuit)
TC Marine PFD
SIZES
XS-XXXL
FEATURES
• Hypothermia protection and flotation immersed Clo 0.420
• Inflatable head support pillow to increase freeboard
• Chest and front cargo pockets for extra storage

WHAT IS A “CLO” & WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

“Clo” is a measurement of the thermal comfort of a suit or device. One Clo represents the thermal comfort of an average person in business clothing in a room temperature indoor environment. Fractions of this thermal comfort are what are perceived when worn in the water. Each of the values are below 1.0 because water transfers heat out of the body 25 times faster than air. Wearing a Mustang Survival suit will increase cold water survival time exponentially.

CLASSIC FLOTATION COAT
AND PANTS
0.170
SENTINEL™ SERIES WATER RESCUE DRY SUIT
0.660
ICE COMMANDER SUIT
0.960

FLotation CLoTHING

HYPOTHERMIA PROTECTION

In just 20 minutes, cold water can deprive you of all mental and physical capacities, leading to hypothermia, unconsciousness and even death. Our team of engineers have done extensive research to understand cold-water survival. How long a person can survive in cold water primarily depends on the water’s temperature, exposure time, and the thermal insulation of the victim’s protective clothing.

SURVIVAL TIMES

This graph indicates random samples of Clo values and the corresponding estimation of survival time in calm water (assuming a thin person with a 5.5°F [3°C] drop in core temperature).

WHAT IS A “CLO” & WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

“Clo” is a measurement of the thermal comfort of a suit or device. One Clo represents the thermal comfort of an average person in business clothing in a room temperature indoor environment. Fractions of this thermal comfort are what are perceived when worn in the water. Each of the values are below 1.0 because water transfers heat out of the body 25 times faster than air. Wearing a Mustang Survival suit will increase cold water survival time exponentially.
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GETTING SEEN IN A RESCUE – WHAT COLOR IS BEST?

Prior to a recent study conducted by Mustang Survival, there was no research on the science of non-reflective conspicuity and the effects of color on conspicuity conducted in marine environments. The most recent Canadian standards prescribe Pantone colors (Orange, Red, and Yellow) for Personal Flotation Devices (PFDs) and Immersion Suits. Notably missing was high visibility American National Standards Institute (ANSI) approved colors which have been mandated on construction sites and within the Public Safety Community throughout North America.

THE FINDINGS

• Research findings show fluorescent yellow-green (G) followed by fluorescent orange (O) were the most conspicuous colors for a floating target. This result was found from simulated laboratory viewings and actual on-water experiments using human subjects.

• When viewing the colors against a simulated maritime horizon using their central vision, the test subjects judged fluorescent yellow-green and fluorescent orange, to be the more conspicuous colors compared to red, orange and yellow.

• On water testing of the four specific fabric colors showed that for both approaching and leaving a target in low or high intensity light, fluorescent yellow-green was the most conspicuous color overall, followed by fluorescent orange.

SINCE THESE FINDINGS, MUSTANG SURVIVAL HAS CHOSEN ANSI APPROVED FLUORESCENT YELLOW-GREEN AS THE STANDARD COLOR FOR USE IN PRODUCTS WHERE VISIBILITY IS A CONSIDERATION.
Neoprene Immersion Suit Child with Harness & Buddy Line

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MIS210 HR  CAN: N/A
APPROVAL: USCG SOLAS, MED SOLAS, USCG Immersion Suit
SIZES: Child
FEATURES: • Easy to don in stormy conditions
• Five-fingered insulated gloves for warmth and dexterity
• Water-tight face seal

Neoprene Immersion Suit Adult Small with Harness & Buddy Line

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MIS220 HR  CAN: MIS220 TC
APPROVAL: USA: USCG SOLAS, MED SOLAS, USCG Immersion Suit CAN: TC SOLAS, MED SOLAS, CAN/CGSB Immersion Suit
SIZES: Adult Small
FEATURES: • Easy to don in stormy conditions
• Five-fingered insulated gloves for warmth and dexterity
• Water-tight face seal

Neoprene Immersion Suit Universal Adult with Harness & Buddy Line

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MIS230 HR  CAN: MIS230 TC
APPROVAL: USA: USCG SOLAS, MED SOLAS, USCG Immersion Suit CAN: TC SOLAS, MED SOLAS, CAN/CGSB Immersion Suit
SIZES: Universal Adult
FEATURES: • Easy to don in stormy conditions
• Five-fingered insulated gloves for warmth and dexterity
• Water-tight face seal

Neoprene Immersion Suit Adult Oversize with Harness & Buddy Line

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MIS240 HR  CAN: MIS240 TC
APPROVAL: USA: USCG SOLAS, MED SOLAS, USCG Immersion Suit CAN: TC SOLAS, MED SOLAS, CAN/CGSB Immersion Suit
SIZES: Adult Oversize
FEATURES: • Easy to don in stormy conditions
• Five-fingered insulated gloves for warmth and dexterity
• Water-tight face seal

Ring Buoy - 24" with Reflective Tape

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MRD024  CAN: MRD024
APPROVAL: USCG Type IV TC Approved Lifebuoy, SOLAS
SIZES: N/A
FEATURES: • 16.5 lbs buoyancy
• SOLAS grade reflective tape

Ring Buoy - 30" with Reflective Tape

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MRD030  CAN: MRD030
APPROVAL: USCG Type IV TC Approved Lifebuoy, SOLAS
SIZES: N/A
FEATURES: • SOLAS grade reflective tape
• Polypropylene rope with UV stabilizer

Ring Buoy - 30" 4kg with Reflective Tape

MODEL NUMBER: USA: MRD031  CAN: MRD031
APPROVAL: USCG Type IV TC Approved Lifebuoy, SOLAS
SIZES: N/A
FEATURES: • SOLAS grade reflective tape
• Polypropylene rope with UV stabilizer

90 ft. Ring Buoy Line with Bag

MODEL NUMBER: MRD190 (USA only)
SIZES: N/A
FEATURES: • Length: 90’ (27.4 m)
• Material: 3/8” (9.5 mm) Polypropylene Floating Rope
• Break Strength: 1500 LBS (682 kg)

Ball Cap

MODEL NUMBER: MA000
SIZES: Universal Adult
FEATURES: • Velcro® closure

Flat Brim Hat

MODEL NUMBER: MA001
SIZES: Universal Adult
FEATURES: • Snap back FlexFit®
### MUSTANG SURVIVAL EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3D CHASSIS</strong></td>
<td>Exclusive to the Elite™ Inflatable PFD. Creates a slim profile to enhance mobility, fit securely and reduce neck fatigue. Wind-tunnel tested to improve the body’s aerodynamics, reduce drag at speed and limit wind interference. Includes a breathable mesh back panel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLOSED COMFORT SYSTEM™</strong></td>
<td>Adjustable neck seal that can be worn loose when out of the water and tightened for immersion. Designed to optimize comfort in constant wear situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMFORT COLLAR™</strong></td>
<td>Made of exclusive Mustang Survival materials to improve comfort around the neck, reduce chafing and encourage all-day wear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMFORT CUFF™</strong></td>
<td>Made of exclusive Mustang Survival materials to improve comfort around the wrists, reduce chafing and encourage all-day wear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HYDROSTATIC INFLATOR TECHNOLOGY (HIT™)</strong></td>
<td>Water-pressure activated inflation. The inflator will automatically inflate under water pressure and not inadvertently in rain, spray or humidity. Inflates only when submerged in 4 or more inches of water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M-TECH™ COMFORT SYSTEM™</strong></td>
<td>A 3-layer, waterproof, breathable, wearable flotation system that keeps you dry, floats you when you need it and is so comfortable you’ll want to wear it even when you’re not on the water. The first layer is a waterproof, breathable outer shell, the second layer is segmented foam that flexes and moves with you and allows moisture to transfer away from the body and the third layer is a wicking liner that aids breathability. Included in the Catalyst Flotation Coats, Jackets and pants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEMBRANE INFLATABLE TECHNOLOGY™ (M.I.T.)</strong></td>
<td>An ultra-lightweight inflation cell fabric that reduces product weight to create a lighter and more flexible fit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOBILITY BASED SIZING™</strong></td>
<td>A sizing and fitting platform exclusive to the Sentinel™ Series Dry Suits. Based on more than two years of extensive anthropometric research, range of motion testing and user evaluations, Mobility Based Sizing™ offers users a semi-custom suit that reduces bulk and increases range of motion without the expensive custom price tags or long lead times. Applies to all Mustang Survival dry suits beginning with MDS6--.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RAPID REPAIR TECHNOLOGY™</strong></td>
<td>Enables users to self-replace neck and wrist seals in an hour or less, and repair minor leaks in the dry suit shell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECUREZIP™</strong></td>
<td>A self-healing zipper originally designed for military aviators. Creates a lighter weight, lower profile and more secure fit. Breaks out effortlessly upon inflation and heals itself upon repacking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TUG-TITE™</strong></td>
<td>Adjusters designed to be easy to use with cold or gloved hands to improve fit and reduce water flushing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>